6. INSTALL FRONT OFFSET POST.

Clips used to attach post and shelves.

7. INSTALL SIDES

Attach side panel to posts using inner most hole pattern (hole pattern not being used by shelves). The top half of the side will overlap the bottom half of the side 3 inches.

Use 1/2" bolts with nuts to attach the post and the side.

8. JOIN MULTIPLE UNITS BACK TO BACK

Units are shown without dividers for simplicity.

NOTE: COMMON SIDES CAN BE USED WITH MULTIPLE UNITS.

9. JOIN MULTIPLE UNITS SIDE TO SIDE.

Tie in top and bottom of all post with 1" bolts with nuts.

On units above 87" high, tie in the top, bottom and middle in the same way.

NOTE: COMMON SIDES CAN BE USED WITH MULTIPLE UNITS.

10. ACCESSORIES

POST COVERS

HALF DIVIDER
FULL DIVIDER
BOX GUIDE
BIN FRONT
SLIDING DIVIDER
SANITARY BASE

CORNER TYPE

BOLTS FOUR PLACES
USE 1" BOLTS.

INTERMEDIATE TYPE

BOX GUIDES

REINFORCING BAR

5/8" BOLT

1/2" BOLTS

SANITARY BASE